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Its perfectly balanced curves and slender sightlines create a
unique appearance that blends with the character of
classical architecture but is equally at ease in the most
contemporary of homes.
There’s more than good looks to it however. Beneath the
surface is the most technologically advanced PVC-U frame
design ever created, with superior weather resistance, heat
insulation and physical strength, plus a formulation using
environmentally friendly compounds.
Matrix FS is the latest in a long heritage of PVC-U frame
technology that has stood the test of time in some of the
world’s largest and most prestigious building projects as
well as literally millions of private homes.

A new way of thinking about style in
PVC-U
Take a look at the stylish lines of this new Fully Sculptured
window system and you will see PVC-U in a new light.
As technically advanced as it is beautiful, Matrix FS
rewrites the rules, adding a softer, more rounded look to
suit any home, whatever its size or vintage.
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W I N D O W S

A light touch

locking, hook-locks, shootbolts and other mechanisms that
make it virtually impenetrable.

Let the light into your home in a way that not only looks
superb but also enhances its warmth, security and value.

The style of opening is an important part of a window’s
character as well as its functionality. For example, sash or

Choose a window to look through but also to look at, with
a softer, more rounded line that can either enhance a
classical home or bring a gentler edge to the modern.

casement openings may suit a traditional setting without
sacrificing the convenience and security of modern
construction. Alternatively, the clean lines of tilt/turn

It is a window that will keep in the warmth and keep out

openings blend in with new or old and offer additional

the weather, offering unbeatable long life with only the

benefits such as the ability to clean the exterior glass from

need for minimal maintenance. It is also designed to

indoors.

withstand intruders, with a security specification far higher
than any old-fashioned timber window.
Each opening light is fitted with tough steel and alloy

For even more variety, why not add a touch of individuality
with features such as Georgian bars, decorative leading or
ornamental coloured or bevelled glass.

components including, where appropriate, multi-point
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Touch and believe
White PVC-U has a brightness that can’t be matched. But
modern materials and technology mean you can enjoy the
same toughness, long life and low maintenance but with a
woodgrain finish that’s so realistic you will need to touch it
to know it isn’t timber. And, as well as smart, luxurious
Rosewood or the casual mood of Cherrywood, you can
also choose either finish on the outdoor surfaces and white
on the inside – so you needn’t let the look of the exterior
limit your choices of interior décor.
Woodgrain finishes are every bit as resilient as PVC-U and
will go on looking great for years without peeling, cracking
or losing colour.
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C O N S E R V A T O R I E S

Light and Space
Imagine all the versatility of a conservatory with

Rosewood or light, casual Cherrywood or where

the same good looks and resilience as your new

the location requires you can even have either of

windows – all the space and light combined with

the woodgrain finishes on the exterior surfaces

the cosiness, weatherproofing and intruder-

and white indoors.

resistance of technically advanced, modern
PVC-U.

The choice of shapes and styles is almost
endless, from the classical Victorian, the vintage

Conservatories based on the Matrix FS system

but practical Edwardian and the functional Lean-

are designed to be a perfect match for the

to, as well as any combination of these to create

system’s windows and doors, with the same

the P-shape L-shape, T-shape or even more

balanced curves, slender sightlines and of course

complex designs.

the same choice of finishes. As well as white,
you can choose from rich, sophisticated
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D O O R S

Open new doors

Accreditations

Don’t leave advanced technology and great looks at the
door when you are choosing PVC-U home improvements.
Now you can have all the looks and toughness of modern
materials for the doors of your home too.
Whether it’s the traditional front and back door to patio
(tilt/sliding) and French (hinged) double doors, you can
enjoy all the same looks, security and weather resistance

BS EN 12608 : 2003
KM 12875

BS 7950 / BS EN 12608 : 2003
KM 33520

BS EN
ISO 14001

ISO9001 : 2000
FM1414

and match your windows or conservatory…and with this
extensive range to choose from, you can be sure there’s a
door to suit any home.
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